
Teach Yourselfʼs
Foreign Language Graded

Readers Series

Olly Richards, founder of the popular language-learning blog I Will Teach You a 
Language, famous polyglot and author of numerous language books and courses.

New
levels and
languages

Intermediate level (CEFR B1–B2)

9781529361445
UK 28 November 2019
US 3 December 2019

£10.99 • $14.99

9781529361568
UK 28 November 2019
US 3 December 2019

£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302530
UK 19 March 2020
US 24 July 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529303056
UK 15 October 2020

US 7 July 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529361810
UK 28 November 2019
US 3 December 2019

£10.99 • $14.99
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•  Eight captivating stories, aimed at students from beginner to intermediate level, designed to give a 
sense of achievement, a feeling of progress, and most importantly – enjoyment!

•  Based on extensive research into how students most enjoy – and benefit from – reading in a new 
language, and designed to eliminate feelings of frustration when reading in a foreign language.

•  Featuring: 
  – glossary for bolded words in text, so you can look up unfamiliar words 
  – plot summary 
  – bilingual word list 
  – controlled language, including the most frequent words 
  – illustrations to aid comprehension  
  – comprehension questions after each chapter

•  Each chapter contains manageable amounts of new vocabulary so that readers aren’t overwhelmed, 
and plenty of natural dialogue to improve speaking ability and conversational grasp.

•  Olly Richards is the founder of the blog I Will Teach You a Language. He is a well-known polyglot 
with a significant community, and will be promoting directly through his website, blog, podcasts, 
YouTube and other social media channels, and at conferences.

•  Make learning with Teach Yourself Graded Readers even more fun with games and activities 
on Quizlet! 

•  Teachers! Bring extended reading into your classroom. Our Teach Yourself Graded Readers 
Teacher’s Guide, created by Olly Richards, will be available this summer!

9781529303117
UK 12 December 2019
US 3 December 2019

£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302745
UK 23 January 2020

US 2 June 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302868
UK 12 December 2019

US 7 April 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302998
UK 23 January 2020

US 2 June 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302929
UK 12 December 2019

US 7 April 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302806
UK 12 December 2019
US 3 December 2019

£10.99 • $14.99

9781529302592
UK 23 January 2020

US 2 June 2020
£10.99 • $14.99

Brand new languages for Beginners (CEFR A2–B1)
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TEACHING REMOTELY THIS YEAR?
Let us make it easier for you! 
Keep all your students on the same page with our teacher and student friendly 
John Murray Languages and Teach Yourself language library platforms. Display books, 
view videos, play audio and share activities on-screen easily through any video conferencing 
software, with content available online (or to download to the accompanying app).  

Be in control of your virtual classroom:
•  Share your screen to display the page or spread you are reviewing from your desktop

•  Play audio for the class so it’s synchronous for everyone, and alter the speed to suit your students

•  Watch the accompanying videos with live chat option (Popcorn not included!)

•  Navigate easily through the books, bookmark pages or change font 

•  Access multiple components (book, audio, video) simultaneously by having them open on multiple tabs 
to switch between them at ease without losing your place.

How does it work?
We have several digital libraries which include:

•  PDF editions of our ever popular Contatti, 
Façon de Parler, Pasos and Willkommen! series, 
as well as the audio, video, and free supporting 
material on our John Murray Languages Library 
website and app.

•  Ebook editions of our Complete, Language Hacking and 
Script Hacking series (with embedded audio), as well as free 
audio and other accompanying material for 65 languages 
on our Teach Yourself Library website and app – additional 
languages available as ebooks on request.

•  Ebook and audiobook editions of our Teach Yourself 
Foreign Language Graded Readers series on our 
Foreign Language Graded Readers website and app.

NEW 
TERM DEAL!

25% off language 
courses on the 

John Murray Languages 
Library with code 

AULC021. 
Includes free teacher 
support resources!

*Offer valid until 8th 
Feb 2021.

library.teachyourself.com readers.teachyourself.com library.jmlanguages.com

c

Follow us @TYOpenRoad

FREE 
Sample material available at 

library.jmlanguages.com



To use our courses for virtual teaching, simply:
1. Choose a platform:

•  Teach Yourself Library: https://library.teachyourself.com/

•  John Murray Languages Library: https://library.jmlanguages.com/

•  Foreign Language Graded Readers Library: https://readers.teachyourself.com/

2. Select the course of your choice from the library. 

3.  Create an account or log in and proceed through payment. 
(Don’t forget your discount code!)

4.  Go to your library where you will see all courses you have 
purchased (including free resources you have previously 
accessed) on that platform.

5. Open the title you want to share.

6. Share your screen with your students!

Follow us @TYOpenRoad

c

c

For more information, to discuss class adoptions and subscriptions, 
or to let us know how we can support you further, please contact 

learningsolutions@teachyourself.com.

John Murray Languages Library

Foreign Language Graded Readers Library

Teach Yourself Library

cc



The language-learning audio method that works with your brain

Arabic (Egyptian and MSA) • Dutch • French • German • Greek • Hindi • Irish • Italian
Japanese • Korean • Mandarin Chinese • Polish • Portuguese • Russian • Spanish • Swedish

 michelthomasmethod        @Michel_Thomas       @michel_thomas_method

www.michelthomas.com

The thrill is that you’re actually figuring it out on your own. You’re engaging with another language,  

not just parroting it...It’s an excellent way to start and leaves the listener thinking, Hey, Ich kann do dis.
 

David Sedaris, humorist and author

“
”



“A unique and perfectly  
brilliant way of learning  

languages.” 
Stephen Fry 

“Works like a dream.” 
Daily Telegraph

“The nearest thing to  
painless learning.” 

The Times

“Thomas makes it simple.” 
Sunday Times

“Five minutes into the  
first CD and you already  
feel like you’re winning.” 

Time Out

“For the first time, trying  
to speak Italian was fun,  

not frustrating.” 
Times Educational Supplement

Join us on social media  
and watch the videos on YouTube

 michelthomasmethod
 @Michel_Thomas

 michel_thomas_method

FOR SCHOOLS

The Michel Thomas Method is an ideal way to introduce students to a new 
language and help them build their confidence in speaking and using the 

language, from the start. 

The method focuses on grammar and embedding the structure of the language 
into working memory. Students learn to use all major tenses by the end of the 
Intermediate course! Therefore, it’s the perfect foundation for future studies. 

It is a stress-free and ‘safe’ way to start learning, either in a group setting or 
individually. 

Our courses are available via our website and app for an annual license fee. 

If you are interested in trialling it in your school, contact us at  
support@michelthomas.co.uk

Also available to purchase and download from www.michelthomas.com



The Michel Thomas Method provides an essen-
tial foundation for your language studies. Using 
audio only, you’ll gain a solid understanding of 
the underlying structure of a language because 
the focus is on speaking and embedding the 
language in your long-term memory.

Michel Thomas spent 50 years developing a 
method that he hoped would change the way 
we teach and learn languages. It breaks a lan-
guage down into its component parts, enabling 
you to reconstruct a language for yourself — to 

say what you want, when you want. You learn 
step by step, just as you learned your own lan-
guage, so you build it up to produce ever more 
complicated sentences, not moving on until 
you’ve understood the previous building block. 

Best of all, there’s no need for homework,  
additional exercises or vocabulary  
memorization. Once you have mastered  
the Foundation and Intermediate courses, then 
further learning – with any method – 
is much simpler and more enjoyable.

Gifted linguist Michel Thomas mastered ten languages and 
became famous for teaching Hollywood stars to speak foreign 
languages using his patented method.

Michel’s life was shaped by WWII: he joined the French 
Resistance after spending two brutal years in Nazi concentration 
camps, where he was tortured by the Gestapo. It was under 
torture that he made the discovery that altered his life: “I 
concentrated so hard, that I stopped feeling pain. I was amazed 
at myself.” This experience motivated him to investigate the 
untapped potential of the human mind. After WWII, Thomas 
concluded that democracy was impossible without an educated 
population. And it was this belief that led him to research 
new methods of teaching and learning and to dedicate his 
life to developing his method. He discovered that the secret 
to acquiring knowledge and being able to retrieve it was 
dependent on the way it went in — and more importantly, the 
way in which one sets about accessing it later.

Michel Thomas arrived in Beverly Hills in 1947 and set up the 
Michel Thomas Language Center on Rodeo Drive. He worked 
tirelessly to change the way languages were taught.

“The thrill is that you’re actually figuring it out on your own. 
You’re engaging with another language, not just parroting it… 

It’s an excellent way to start, and leaves the listener thinking, 
Hey, Ich kann do dis.” 

David Sedaris, humorist and author

From ‘Easy, Tiger, Language Lessons on the Road’ 
New Yorker, July 11, 2011

How does the Michel Thomas Method work?
“What you understand, you know;  

and what you know, you don’t forget.”  
Michel Thomas

Who was  
Michel  
Thomas?



START (Taster) 1 hour $9.99
Learn essential words and how to put them together with this 
introduction to the acclaimed method.
Available in: Egyptian Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic, Dutch, 
French, German, Greek, Hindi, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Mandarin Chinese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, 
Spanish, Swedish

LANGUAGE BUILDER 
(Pre-Intermediate) 2 hours $39.99
Build your language skills with this unique series 
one-to-one lessons with the master himself.
Available in: French, German, Italian, Spanish

FOUNDATION (Beginner) 
8 hours + Review audio $79.99
The bestselling Michel Thomas Method course, perfected 
over 50 years, gives you a solid foundation of the structure of 
the language. 
Available in: Egyptian Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic, 
Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hindi, Irish, Italian, Japanese, 
Mandarin Chinese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, 
Swedish. Coming in 2020: Korean

VOCABULARY COURSE (Intermediate) 6 hours $59.99
Unlike most vocabulary courses that give you lists of words 
to memorize, this course allows you to further extend your 
vocabulary by unlocking what you already know.
Available in: Egyptian Arabic, French, German, Italian, Mandarin 
Chinese, Russian, Spanish

INTERMEDIATE 6 hours + Review audio $69.99
This intermediate course builds upon your foundation to 
improve your proficiency and fluency.
Available in: Egyptian Arabic, Dutch, French, German, Greek, 
Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Polish,  
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish

The Michel Thomas Method
Our levels take you from beginner to confident speaker:



Near and Middle Eastern languages
John Murray Learning is a specialist educational imprint of John Murray Press, which has a  
heritage dating back to 1768 including authors such as Jane Austen and Charles Darwin.  

We are also home to some of the most acclaimed and admired language brands.

Our mission is to encourage and advance learning of the world’s languages – popular and rare, 
modern and ancient. To this end, we are constantly adding new languages to our Teach Yourself® 

series which now includes 65 languages. Our courses are written by leading language experts,  
are constantly updated, and include a modern, inductive approach to learning. 

Across our series we publish Arabic, Hebrew, Persian and Turkish courses, correlated to  
the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages. 

Rely on Teach Yourself®, the most trusted brand in language learning.

CoMplETE
Complete courses teach the language through 
everyday, real-life situations that make the 
grammar and vocabulary easy and  
memorable, with complete audio support. 
Covering the four key skills of reading,  
listening, speaking and writing, Complete 
gives you all the language, practice and  
skills you need to communicate confidently 
and accurately. 
Beginner to Intermediate

CoMplETE ArABIC 
9781444195163 • £29.99
CoMplETE SpokEN ArABIC  
(of the Arabian Gulf) 
9781444105469 • £44.99
CoMplETE TurkISh 
9781444102390 • £34.99
CoMplETE ModErN pErSIAN 
9781444102307 • £39.99
CoMplETE ModErN hEBrEw 
9781444105438 • £39.99 

tyopenroad tyopenroadtyopenroad

Visit our online and app-based resource library which hosts all available learning resources for Teach Yourself® products 
in PDF and audio format. For further information and to register go to library.teachyourself.com

TurkISh TuTor 
Grammar and Vocabulary Workbook     
9781473625259 • £29.99 • 08/11/2018

TuTor
Master grammar and broaden your vocabulary 
with your very own language tutor! With a 
comprehensive syllabus, the Tutor provides 
everything required to excel in even the most 
complex aspects of grammar, offering clear, 
targeted explanations as well as over 200 
exercises, self-assessment, and infographics  
to highlight important linguistic features.  
These workbooks incorporate vocabulary 
building and reading and writing skills, and 
can be used by themselves or alongside any 
other language course.
Advanced Beginner to upper Intermediate
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tyopenroad tyopenroadtyopenroad

GET STArTEd IN 
Get Started In provides beginner learners 
with a solid foundation to language studies  
for school, work or travel, and is filled with  
essential vocabulary and phrases. Through  
authentic conversations, clear language  
presentations, and extensive practice and 
review, this audio/book course will teach  
you everything you need to communicate  
naturally in everyday situations. 
Beginner (short course)

GET STArTEd IN ModErN hEBrEw 
9781444175110 • £29.99 
GET STArTEd IN TurkISh 
9781444183207 • £29.99
GET STArTEd IN ArABIC  
9781444174960 • £24.99

rEfErENCE 
Easy-to-use learning resources for improving 
your grammar, building vocabulary, or  
improving your writing of non-Roman scripts. 
These titles are the perfect supplement to any 
course, for beginner and advanced students. 

rEAd ANd wrITE ArABIC SCrIpT 
9781444100198 • £19.99 
ESSENTIAl ArABIC VoCABulArY
9781473600591 • £12.99 

Teach Yourself® courses are ideal for individuals doing self-study, or for those studying with a teacher and looking for supplementary material. They can also be 
used in the classroom. For further information and a complete list of titles please refer to teachyourself.com or email learningsolutions@teachyourself.com
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Arabic Script Hacking
9781473679696

06/09/2018 • £9.99

Russian Script Hacking
9781473679917

02/05/19 • £9.99

Hindi Script Hacking 
9781473680067
19/03/20 • £9.99 

Hebrew Script Hacking 
9781473679962

05/03/20 • £9.99

Persian Script Hacking 
9781473680029 
19/03/20 • £9.99

Greek Script Hacking
9781473679825
07/02/19 • £9.99

Korean Script Hacking
9781473679771

07/03/19 • £9.99

A new method to quickly master foreign language scripts.
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Using a simple 

algorithm that presents 
the most logical way to learn the 

alphabet, this series teaches you how 
to recognise letters and common words 
in script languages with minimum effort. 
Script Hacking is ideal for anyone looking 

to master the basics of an alphabet as 
a springboard to further studies, 

or for travellers who want to 
understand the words 

around them. 

 
In each book 
you will find: 

• An introduction to the script
• Plenty of practice activities to help 
you recognise and write each letter 

of the alphabet 
• #ScriptHacks including helpful mnemonics 

to remember the shape of each letter
• Accompanying audio files so you 

know how to pronounce letters 
and words 

 
‘The idea of 

learning a new script can 
be very daunting, but Judith’s 

course took the individual letters of 
Arabic, one by one, and made them easy 
to remember and fun to use. Thanks to 

her tips I was able to read entire sentences 
written in Arabic out loud,  
in an incredibly short time!’ 

Benny Lewis, bestselling author of 
Language Hacking and Fluent in 

3 Months, on Arabic Script 
Hacking

Judith Meyer is a language course developer and consultant with an MA in Romance 
Languages and Computational Linguistics. She speaks 13 languages and has successfully 

learned 5 foreign writing systems to date.

TYOpenRoad
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Sign up to our mailing lists

https://www.johnmurraypress.co.uk/imprint/jmpd/john-murray/page/jmp-newsletter/

